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Abstract— This paper discusses an approach for incorporating
ECA rules in interactive TV applications described in the
multimedia declarative language adopted for the Brazilian
Digital TV (SBTVD) platform. We discuss the limitations
which are inherent in this platform and instead of proposing
non-conformant extensions to the platform, we propose a
model-driven approach which takes a rule model at a high
level of abstraction and transforms it into the multimedia
declarative language used in the Digital TV platform. This
ensures the inclusion of context-aware rules into interactive TV
applications such that they can be reactive to the user’s context
and alter their behavior according to rules referring to events
and conditions from the user’s environment. We illustrate the
approach with a running example that considers contextual
information to selectively display certain private information
depending on presence detected by context-sources connected
to the set-top box.
Reactive rules; model-driven approach; interactive television;
context-awareness;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Context-aware applications use and manipulate context
information to detect the situations of their users and adapt
application behaviour accordingly. Since context-awareness
allows applications and services to become tailored to the
user’s current situation and needs, several areas of research
consider context-awareness as an important tool to enhance
user experience [7, 13].
In the interactive television domain, in particular, context
information has been used in various types of applications
(see, e.g., [2, 4]), ranging from TV content adaptation (based
on user’s preferences) to home banking applications
(selectively displaying certain private information based on
presence). In a digital television application, for example,
context information can be used to detect presence of
children in the living room, which can be used to change the
behavior of the TV to display “child safe” content.
Given the reactive nature of context-aware applications
and the flexibility that rule-based solutions offer, it has been
argued that context-aware application behaviors can be
successfully described as a composition of reactive rules
(see, e.g., [5, 8, 15]). In addition, rule-based approaches for
context-aware applications have been considered applicable
both at a (platform-independent) specification level and at a
(platform-specific) implementation level [8]. At the
implementation level, native platform support for rules

enables one to reflect the overall structure of the
specification at the implementation level. While this is
beneficial with respect to traceability and simplicity of the
design trajectory, direct support for rules is required of the
target platform.
In this work, we address the problem of transforming a
rule-based specification at the platform-independent level
into an implementation platform that is not rule-oriented: the
Brazilian Digital TV (SBTVD) platform. We propose a
model-driven approach which takes an ECA rule model at a
high level of abstraction and transforms it into the
declarative language supported by the SBTVD platform [1].
Our aim is to ensure the inclusion of context-aware rules
into digital TV applications such that they can be reactive to
the user’s context, while refraining from affecting the
platform standard. This is particularly important considering
that the standard is adopted in its current form by the
Brazilian TV industry and is soon to be shipped in set-top
boxes and TV sets. We illustrate the approach with a running
example that considers contextual information to selectively
display certain private information depending on presence
detected by context-sources connected to the set-top box.
The ECA rule modeling foundations we employ have
been (partially) discussed in previous works [8, 11, 10], in
which we have proposed a comprehensive rule-based
approach to support context-aware application development.
As part of this approach, we have defined a domain specific
language, coined ECA-DL, to support the definition of
reactive behaviours in the scope of context-aware
applications. This paper introduces ECA-DL TVD, a dialect
of ECA-DL to allow complete implementation of such rules
for interactive TV applications.
II.

APPLICATION SCENARIO

We consider a home banking application, which allows
users to check their bank account information using an
interactive TV application. We have focused on solving a
major privacy issue in such application: displaying private
bank account information on the TV while others are also
present. We propose that the context-aware application
should detect presence to automatically omit private
information when more than one person is in front of the TV.
The storyline for the application scenario is as follows:
John uses an internet banking application through the TV.
Every time he wants to check his bank account, he sits back
on his couch and with the help of the remote control he logs

into his bank account and performs the usual tasks. When
someone else enters the room, the banking application
automatically hides selected private information, such as his
account balance. Everything goes back to normal when John
is alone in the room again.
A. Modeling the Scenario
In our approach, application development starts with the
definition of a context conceptual model, defining the
relevant entity and context types. This context conceptual
model defines the basic vocabulary to be used in the
subsequent definition of (potentially complex) situations,
events and context conditions for rule-structure behavior.
Figure 1 depicts the conceptual model that represents the
entity and context types relevant to the scenario proposed.
We use a UML class diagram with stereotypes to denote the
classification of concepts with respect to the foundational
distinctions proposed in [8]. In this model, an «Entity» is that
which is said to exist independently of other entities. The
entity types considered in this scenario are Place, Person,
and Account. Context, on the contrary, is existentially
dependent on entities. The context types considered in this
model are Presence and Access, both of which are
categorized as «RelationalContext», as they establish the
relation between entities. Presence relates Person and Place,
capturing the situation in which a Person is presently in a
particular Place; Access relates Person and Account,
capturing the situation in which a Person is logged into an
Account for a home banking session.
In addition to modeling entity and context types, it may
be necessary to model situations, which represent particular
state-of-affairs that are of interest to applications [11].
Situations build upon context models since they can be
composed of more elementary kinds of context conditions,
and in addition can be composed of existing situations
themselves. Examples of situations that are of interest to the
scenario proposed are “there is more than one person in the
room” and “there is one person in the room” (necessary to
decide whether to display private account information or
not). Both situations may be defined using the Presence
«RelationalContext».

Figure 1. Context model

III.

ECA-DL TVD

The next step in the design trajectory is the definition of
rules for application behavior using a rule-based domainspecific language, called ECA-DL TVD. This language is a
dialect of ECA-DL, which some of us have proposed in
earlier work [8] and is specialized for specifying the reactive
behavior of context-aware interactive TV applications.
An ECA-DL TVD rule is consistent with the EventCondition-Action (ECA) architectural pattern, which
provides a high-level structure for applications that react to
changes in context. An ECA-DL rule is composed of an
event clause, which defines relevant changes of situations
through simple or complex combinations of events; an action
clause, which defines the response of the context-aware
application in terms of service invocations, and; a condition
clause, which defines a logical expression that must hold for
the action to be executed.
These elements are identified by the Upon, Do and When
keywords, respectively. An <uponExpression> defines a
combination of events, which may be TV events or situation
events. TV events are considered primitive events such as the
pausing of a video or a user click on the remote control.
Situation events, in contrast, are defined in terms of situation
transitions: an EnterTrue event occurs in the moment in
which a situation begins to hold, and an EnterFalse event
occurs when the situation ceases to hold.
The occurrence of the event (or combination of events)
specified in the Upon clause triggers evaluation of the When
clause. The actions described in the Do clause will be
invoked only when the event in the Upon clause occurs and
the conditions in the When clause are met (i.e., the
<conditionExpression> evaluates to true).
Finally, an <actionExpression> consists of an invocation
of a list of services. These services can be general services
such as sending an SMS and TV services, such as pausing of
a video.
In the case of the application scenario of this work, we
can define four ECA-DL TVD rules to define the reactive
behavior of the application. These rules are depicted in
Figure 2.
The first rule is triggered whenever the user logs into
his/her bank account and there is only one person presently
in the room (presumably the user himself). This rule results
in showing the balance information (the “regular”
application behavior). Conversely, the second rule is
triggered whenever the user logs into his/her bank account
and there is more than one person presently in the room. This
rule results in hiding the account’s balance (the “adapted”
application behavior). The third and fourth rules ensure that
the account’s balance remains shown or hidden reflecting the
number of persons in the room. Finally, when there is no
person in the room, any activity with the account must cease,
which is represented by the fifth rule.
The situations referred to in the clauses of Figure 2 can
also be defined by ECA-DL TVD rules. In this case, actions
are used to state when a situation starts to hold (do
EnterTrue) and when it ceases to hold (do EnterFalse).

Upon EnterTrue SituationAccessing (person1)
When SituationOnePersonInRoom (room1)
Do showBalance()
Upon EnterTrue SituationAccessing (person1)
When SituationMoreThanOnePersonInRoom (room1)
Do hideBalance()
Upon EnterTrue SituationOnePersonInRoom (room1)
Do showBalance()
Upon EnterTrue SituationMoreThanOnePersonInRoom
(room1)
Do hideBalance()
Upon EnterTrue SituationNoPersonInRoom (room1)
Do logout()
Figure 2. ECA-DL TVD Rules for the Banking Application scenario

IV.

TARGET PLATFORM & APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

The Brazilian Digital TV System (SBTVD) implements a
middleware platform, coined Ginga [1], which supports the
development and execution of interactive applications in the
SBTVD environment. Interactive applications can be
developed upon the Ginga middleware using a declarative
language, called NCL (Nested Context Language), in
combination with Lua scripts (called, in this scope, NCLua).
NCL is a hypermedia authoring language that was
originally developed to describe multimedia applications
with space-time synchronization between media objects
(e.g., video, audio, images, etc.). As such, it does not have
built-in concepts for context-handling and reactivity. In order
to implement these concepts in NCL we have identified a
number of NCL document elements, which together with
certain NCLua scripts provide the required support.
In particular, capturing context from remote sensors can
be realized by means of a Ginga component called
Interactivity Channel, which allows an NCL application to
communicate with remote devices over a network. This is a
general communication framework, which we have
leveraged to provide a programming framework that
supports capturing and distributing context events. This
framework contains a number of reusable NCLua scripts and
is
available
online
at
[http://code.google.com/p/itveventframework/]. The NCLua
scripts for capturing context alter the so-called Property
Anchors in an NCL document, thereby introducing context
information in the scope of the NCL application.
Further, processing rules (both situation detection rules
and reaction rules) can be realized in a declarative NCL
document by means of the Connector element, which allows
the specification of causality relations. Causality relations
establish a cause and effect relationship between NCL
elements (called medias). Conceived originally to represent
causality relations between multimedia elements (e.g.,
establishing that a certain audio should be followed by a
certain video), we have used these to specify relations
between context conditions and actions, which can result in

the invocation of NCLua scripts, the assignment of values to
property anchors and the starting/stopping of videos.
Finally, reacting upon context can be realized by
transformation of a general service action (in a Do clause) to
NCL code. This transformation checks an action’s
repository, which defines whether the actions can be
performed by invoking external services or whether the
services can be translated directly into a specific NCL
simpleAction element. The actions showBalance() and
hideBalance() in our running example are instances of the
latter case. These actions are implemented by simpleActions
which set a property anchor that determines whether the
balance should be displayed.
The high-level architecture of a context-aware TV
application is depicted in Figure 3 (instantiated for our
application scenario). The TV Application (deployed on a
set-top box) is an NCL application, which is composed of an
NCL document in combination with NCLua scripts. The
scripts realize the communication (over a network) between
the NCL application and the Presence Sensor (Context
Source), as well as between the NCL application and the
Bank Service.

Figure 3. Application high-level architecture

We have implemented the Presence Sensor that detects the
number of persons facing the TV screen by means of a
camera and face recognition using an OpenCV library, which
provides an algorithm for object detection [12]. Presence
information is generated by the Presence Sensor and
observed by the NCLua script, which keeps the
corresponding NCL document property anchors up-to-date
with respect to newly arrived presence information.
A model transformation is used to generate the NCL
documents and NCLua scripts from Context Models and
ECA-DL TVD rules. We have defined transformation rules
at the metamodel level from ECA-DL TVD to NCL. In
order to generate NCL code, the developer should specify
the context-models and ECA-DL TVD rules, which
conform to the ECA-DL TVD metamodel we have defined.
V.

RELATED WORK

A number of approaches have employed ECA rules to
describe the reactive behavior of context-aware applications.
Some of these approaches directly implement context-aware
applications on rule-based platforms without employing a
model-driven approach (see, e.g., [15]), thus not benefiting
from the use of high-level descriptions of (rule-based)
application behavior.

In contrast, the works described in [6] and [8] focus
specifically on model-driven approaches for context-aware
application development. These approaches assume rulebased implementations (in a rule-based platform called Jess),
an assumption we had to forego because of the
characteristics of the SBTVD platform standard.
Similarly to our approach, [5] and [9] start the design
trajectory from specifications in a platform-independent
context-aware service description language. However, while
we target a declarative multimedia language, their
approaches target Java code instead (which is manually
transformed in [5] and produced automatically in [9]).
The work described in [3] also proposes a Model-Driven
Development method for context-aware pervasive systems
resulting in Java code. They capture system reactions with
general-purpose UML sequence diagrams and triggering
conditions specified in OCL. The approach includes a
transformation to Java, with methods “to check the triggering
condition and to execute the actions that are specified in the
sequence diagram” [3]. A significant difference with respect
to our approach is the use of a general purpose language
instead a domain-specific rule language that directly supports
context events, situations and the ECA pattern.
Another approach that works on the transformation of
ECA policies is [14]. The authors describe a model-driven
approach to transform high-level graphical ECA policies into
executable PonderTalk code. The Ponder2 Obligation Policy
Interpreter is used to execute ECA policies, which is
comparable to execution in a rule engine, similarly to the
aforementioned approaches based on Jess. Again, this is
different from our approach in that the target language we
adopt does not support reaction rules explicitly (and thus our
work addresses a more challenging transformation scenario).
VI.

based implementations on back-end servers. We believe that
rule-based implementations should cope with the scalability
challenges that arise from managing a large number of
mobile devices and context sources, as demonstrated by the
experiments described in [10].
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